hybrid range of frequencies was given by Bers in 1978 [1] . In this paper, only topics related to the linear theory of wave propagation, linear and quasi-linear theory of electron Landau absorption, and the linear theory of ion Landau absorption will be discussed. Important work related to the linear and nonlinear theory of waveguide coupling, the nonlinear theory of parametric processes and the theory of lower hybrid wave scattering from density fluctuations will not be discussed.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II the linear theory of wave propagation in slab geometry is presented. The topics of accessibility, linear and quasi-linear theory of electron heating, and linear theory of ion heating will be covered. In Section III the problem of wave propagation in toroidal geometry will be treated utilizing the technique of geometrical optics and ray tracing. In Section IV numerical results of the toroidal ray tracing will be presented for parameters relevant to the Alcator C and Versator II lower hybrid heating experiments. In Section V a brief discussion will be given of a simulation model which incorporates a radial transport code, toroidal ray tracing code, and one-dimensional Fokker-Planck calculation. Numerical results of the model will be given for the Alcator C lower hybrid heating experiment.
II. LINEAR WAVE PROPAGATION AND ABSORPTION IN SLAB GEOMETRY A. Cold Plasma Electromagnetic Dispersion Relation
The lower hybrid range of frequencies X satisfies 22e >> >> » ci hwhere 2 = eBo/ma and 2ce(Q2ci) is the electron (ion) gyrofrequency. For typical tokamak magnetic field strengths Bo = (1.5-10 T), this range is roughly c/2rT = (0.5-5.0) Ghz with c)2 -2ce2ci. The wave propagation is described by a dispersion relation which can be derived as follows [2] . Consider a plasma with density gradient in the x direction N(x), a uniform magnetic field in the z direction B0 = ez B, Note that no assumption has been made about the electric field polarization, i.e., E e,E, +eyEy + eE,. In the limit of a "cold" plasma (Te =0 and Ti = 0, where T,(Ti) is the electron (ion) temperature), the perturbed current density J can be expressed as J= Ne(vi -ve). The perturbed electron (ion) fluid velocities ve(vi) can be expressed in terms of E using the two fluid momentum equations mea Vee= -e(E+veXBO) (4) mi at vi=e(E+vi XBO). Here wpo, = (Ne2'lem0)1I2 and COpe (cpi) is the electron (ion) plasma frequency. Equation (6) may be written in a more compact form by first defining
The solution to the system of equations (8) 
±2P4
In the lower hybrid frequency range ell >> ei, e,y, so that typically PO > 0 and P2 < 0. The "slow"-wave branch (small wc/k) of the dispersion relation then corresponds to the positive sign in (10) and the "fast"-wave branch (large co/k1) corresponds to the minus sign in (10). The slow-wave branch will have a cold plasma resonance (nr -> oo) for P4 = EL= 0, thus defining the lower hybrid frequency coth such that (see (7a)) coh (A = A)P/l(1 + e/l22e)1I2. It is this slow-wave branch of the dispersion relation one typically associates with the lower hybrid wave. Fig. 1(a) -(c) shows plots of nI versus density N(x) for three different values of nl (using (10)). It is important to note that there exists a critical value of the parallel index of refraction nE-na for which a wave which is launched at the slow-wave cutoff (ni = 0 denoted by NS in Fig. 1 ) with nil > n, will propagate to its resonance (ni -*00 denoted by NLH in Fig. 1) without converting to the fast wave. The situation (nll > n,)
is depicted in Fig. l(b) and (c). If nil < na (see Fig. 1 (a)) then a wave launched at the slow-wave cutoff Ns will mode convert to the fast wave at a density denoted by NT1 in Fig. 1, thus propagating out to the fast-wave cutoff (nI = 0 denoted by NF in Fig. 1 
if x is replaced by t and -(el/e1) is replaced by C2. The solutions of (14) propagate along characteristics z ± ct. In analogous fashion, the solutions of (13) Ns and NF, then the lower hybrid wave polarization is essentially electrostatic (kc/ >> 1). In-this case the dispersion relation (9) reduces to the familiar result DO (x, k,c) = eLk2 + ell k = 0.
(12)
The idea [7] of a lower hybrid wave propagating along a welldefined resonance cone can be motived using (12) [8] . Consider a point source which excites an electrostatic disturbance in a plasma with frequency and wavenumber (w, kl), satisfying the dispersion relation (12). For simplicity take k = e, ki + The perturbed functions fe(v) and fi(v) are solved by first linearizing the Vlasov equation for each species about the unperturbed distribution functions feo and fi0 [13] a and where Po, P2, and P4 are defined earlier. In deriving (17) it has been assumed that (k±pe)2 <« 1 and 22 >> Q22 >> Q22
Here Pe = VeIE2ce is the electron Larmor radius and the ions are taken to be essentially unmagnetized (straight line orbits).
The n6 term is the thermal wave branch of the dispersion relation (ion plasma wave). This branch is shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(c) for three different values of na. The density NMC, at which an incoming lower hybrid wave is mode converted to an ion plasma wave is found by taking the electrostatic limit of (17) (kc/l>> 1): Sk4 + e1kl + k'ell =, 6 = (C/c)2P6 (18) Notice that the electromagnetic fast-wave branch has been eliminated. The density at which the lower hybrid and ion plasma wave branches coalesce [i.e., e = 48k2ell ] is then given by:
cLH(XMC = W2 1 + 2V/Tnik (I)11L (19) Equation (19) (21 b) The ion damping term consists of a piece which is identical to the electron damping term, except that it is multiplied (or "modulated") by an infinite sum. In the limit where Qci/(V2kii vi) << 1, the e-folding length of the exponential in the infinite sum of (21 b) is large compared to the distance between adjacent ion-cyclotron surfaces where xni = 0 (i.e., w = n2cd. In this case the infinite sum can be converted to an equivalent spatial integral over many cyclotron harmonics of the plasma. The resulting integral is approximately equal to unity and the ion damping term takes the form of the electron damping and the result is identical to treating the ions as unmagnetized [15] , [18] Wp2i 2 D(i) = 2rl/21 nijx3 e° (22) co However, the inequality E2ci/(v'Yk11vi)<Kl is not usually satisfied in the lower hybrid frequency range. Instead one might attempt some type of numerical evaluation of the infinite sum in (21b) [15] , [19] - [21] . Alternatively, one can adopt the viewpoint that (22) can be used to evaluate the ion damping so long as a physical mechanism exists which destroys phase correlations over a cyclotron period. In the limit co >>»Q2 phase mixing occurs on time scales much shorter than a cylcotron period Qc2, but after a whole period the exact phase correlations are restored, and no damping is recovered [22] . However a decorrelation mechanism has been proposed by Karney [23] - [25] in the form of stochastic ion heating. Stochastic ion motion could arise in the presence of a lower hybrid wave (with electric field amplitude above a certain threshold) due to the nonlinear interaction of the resonances between the cyclotron motion and the wave motion even for C >> 2ci [24] . The ions would then be heated since much of the phase space is accessible to a given ion. Furthermore, if the lower hybrid wave amplitude is far above the stochasticity threshold, ion Landau damping (22) is recovered [25] (because the ion motion is stochastic, the cyclotron harmonic resonance is destroyed since an ion will now forget its phase relative to the wave in a cyclotron period). For the purposes of this paper it will be sufficient to take the electron and ion damping terms to be those given by (21a) and (22) .
A simple estimate of the critical parallel phase velocity at which electron Landau damping becomes important x(c) and oe the critical perpendicular phase velocity at which ion Landau damping becomes important x(' can be made from (2 la) and The damping for electrons and ions becomes important when 12kILAXD -1, where AXD is a typical scale length of the damping. The electron contribution to k1 is then evaluated using the cold plasma electrostatic limit of (17) It can be seen from the discussion of Section II that the accessibility and absorption of the lower hybrid wave depend sensitively on the parallel index of refraction n1l. In the slab model of wave propagation in a one dimensionally inhomogeneous plasma, the k1l -k, (or n1l) of the incident lower hybrid wave would be fixed by the axial dimensions of the antenna launching structures (in this case a set of waveguides) or "Grill" [29] . The dispersion relation Do (x, kx, kz, w) = 0 is all that is needed to prescribe kx (x).
The results of the slab theory can be extended to a cylindrical (r, 0, z) geometry by considering a plasma with axial (z) and poloidal (0) In In each region of space one has a direction of propagation of the wave, normal to the wave surface. The propagation of the wave is then described through the concept of a ray-which would just be a curve whose tangents at each point coincide with the direction of propagation of the wave. Clearly this picture of treating the propagation of waves as simply the propagation of rays becomes more and more accurate in the limit of the wavelength X --0 (i.e., limit of geometrical optics) [ The condition that the wavelength X be much less than a typical plasma scale length is well satisfied for the lower hybrid wave except near the plasma cutoffs (n1 -* 0) and turning points (dk1/dx > ki ). Following [35] , the ray equations can be written in a particularly simple form in toroidal geometry if one utilizes their Hamiltonian nature. Letting x-(r, 0, 0) and k = (kr, m, n) the ray equations (34) (35) can then be integrated numerically to obtain the ray trajectory in (x, k) space which satisfies the local dispersion relation DO = 0. Here the form DO = DR (x, k, c) = 0 given by (17) 
The forms for D(P) used in (37) are given by (21a), (22) , and I (26).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR TOROIDAL RAY TRACING
The ray equations and deposition equations can be integrated numerically [16] , [35] - [42] , using an equilibrium constructed from Shafranov's aspect ratio expansion [32] with a lowest order cylindrical equilibrium of the following form. i) Valid for 0 < r < a: tn tn(rla)2 
ii) Valid for a < r < a,: For the chosen parameters, (40) gives n(') > 9.0 and n(c) 11.1 for electron damping at r = 0. Equation (19) Fig. 3(a) -(e), the results are shown for a ray trajectory which is started at the plasma edge on the low magnetic field side of the tokamak with r~l.lSa, 0 = 0, m = 0, = 0, and kr calculated to satisfy DR (r, 0; kr, m, n, o) = 0. Picking the initial condition m = 0 implies a poloidally symmetric antenna where the incident waveform is not dependent on 0 (or alternately where the vertical dimension of the waveguide is greater than the plasma minor radius). However, these conditions are not always satisfied, in which case one might use cone theory
[9], [10] (as mentioned in Section II) to accurately reconstruct the electric field in the plasma due to a particular antenna structure. From Fig. 3(b) and (c), it can be seen that as the ray propagates from 0 = 0 to 0 = ir, m decreases from m = 0 to m = -85 and n11 likewise decreases from n11 = 5.0 to nll 2.0. The ray then undergoes a radial reflection (kr 0) in the plasma interior and propagates out to the plasma edge, unable to satisfy any of the local conditions for wave absorption (equations (40) and (41)). The ray finally undergoes a radial reflection at the plasma edge near 0 -rr/2 and m increases rapidly from m = -120 to m = 100 as the ray propagates inward. Correspondingly, nl increases from nl = 2 to nl1 -13. From Fig. 3(d) and (e) it can be seen that at the point of absorption xoe -2.8 and x1i 3.4. During this final pass into the plasma interior the wave damps 70 percent of its power to plasma electrons at a radial location 0.35 < r/a 0.6, and none of the wave power is absorbed on plasma ions. As the wave propagates along its entire trajectory, 29 percent of its power was damped nonresonantly due to collisions at a radial location 0.4 < rla < 1.1.
Case B: A sharp contrast to Case A is shown in Fig. 4(a) -(e). Case B is identical to Case A except that the ray is launched from a position in the poloidal plane defined by 0 = 3ir/2 (see Fig. 4(a) ). Clearly the ray damps on its first pass to the plasma center, with m increasing from m = 0 to m = 60 (Fig. 4(b) ) and nll increasing from nll = 5.0 to nll = 9.0 (Fig. 4(c) ). The corresponding values of xoe, 2.7 and x,i _-2.9 at the end of the ray can be seen in Fig. 4(d)-(e) . Here 67 percent of the wave power is damped due to electron Landau damping in a radial location 0.05 < r/a < 0.25, 21 percent of the wave power is damped due to ion Landau damping in a radial location 0.05 <$ r/a < 0.25, and 11 percent of the wave power is damped collisionally.
The behavior observed in Cases A and B can be understood in the following way [16] , [37] , [40] , [43] . Consider a simplified model using the cold plasma, electrostatic dispersion relation (12), B = e,B0 + eaB0 (r),Bo 
where q(r) is the local safety factor, q(r) = rBo/(Ro B0). Clearly for kll > 0 and q (r) > 0, the value of dm/dO is positive and maximum near 0 = 37r/2 whereas for 0 < 0 < ir/2 the value of dm/dO is negative. This would explain why rays launched near 0 = 0 have their m numbers and values of nll downshifted initially, whereas rays launched near 0 = 3ir/2 undergo immediate upshifts in m and n11. In fact the ray launched in Case A exhibits the same behavior along the final part of its trajectory (final edge reflection near 0 = 3ff/2) that the ray in Case B showed initially. Note that if the sign of the toroidal mode number (k1l) were reversed or the sign of the toroidal current (BO) were reversed, then the point corresponding to a maximum positive value of dm/dO would be 0 = ir/2 (see (42) ). This purely toroidal effect is the basis of a top launching waveguide structure being tested on the Versator II lower hybrid heating experiment at M.I.T. [44] .
V. SIMULATION MODEL FOR LOWER HYBRID HEATING
A detailed simulation model has been developed [45] to study lower hybrid heating, incorporating the various theories of wave propagation and wave absorption discussed in Sections II-IV into a transport code [46] . Here a brief description of this simulation model is given along with a numerical example relevant to the Alcator C lower hybrid heating experiment.
A. Transport Code
The radial transport code [46] consists of a set of mass and energy conservation equations for ions and electrons. For simplicity, the density profile is taken to be constant in time (no density transport). The electron and ion energy conservation equations include source terms due to the electron and ion Landau damping and collisional damping of a longitudinal (k11) spectrum of lower hybrid waves launched at the plasma edge. Also included is a source due to electron-ion collisional equilibration [47] and a source due to ohmic heating. The ion thermal conductivity is of the form Xi= (3-5) X(NEO), where X(NEO) is the neoclassical ion conductivity of Hinton and Hazeltine [48] . The electron thermal conductivity is taken to be of the form [49] XeoBe (r)(a/r)/(N415 lTe) for the ohmically heated plasma. When the RF is turned on, Xe is taken to be of the same form as above, except that it is evaluated using the value of ohmic temperature T(OH) (r) before the RF was turned on.
B. Poloidal Field Evolution
The evolution of the poloidal field is determined from Maxwell's Equations and Ohm's Law. A Spitzer resistivity is assumed [50] .
C. Quasi-Linear Calculation
The one-dimensional (parallel velocity) Fokker-Planck equation given in Section II-F (equation (27)) is solved assuming steady state (aFlat = 0), at each radial location of the plasma.
The resulting electron distribution function F(r, vll ) is used in the toroidal ray tracing to evaluate the electron Landau damping. The quasi-linear diffusion coefficient Dq,oxP(n11) is evaluated using the toroidal ray tracing.
D. Toroidal Ray Tracing
The ray equations and rate deposition equations (35)- (37) are solved using the thermal, electromagnetic dispersion relation (17) . A (43) where F has been normalized so that F(v11 = 0) = (21rT)l2vel-.
A Maxwellian distribution function is assumed for the ions (for all time) so that the form given for D(i) in (22) should be accessible to the plasma interior. During the simulation, the RF was turned on for a pulselength ATRF = 70 ms. Before proceeding to discuss the simulation results, a typical ray trajectory has been shown for these Alcator C parameters in Fig. 5(a)-(b) . The damping for this ray is based on a Maxwellian distribution for both electrons and ions and te = ti= 3.11 has been assumed for the electron and ion temperature profi'les. A toroidal mode number n = 23.2 has been chosen corresponding to an initial n(°0) = 3.0 (maximum of power (44) . The results of the numerical simulation model are shown in Fig. 6(a)-(c) . Fig. 6(a) is the central electron and ion tem- (Fig.   6(a) ). These temperature increases are consistent with those reported experimentally [51] at the PRF = 500 kW level in Alcator C using graphite limiters. The rise in electron temperature is mostly due to resonant electron Landau damping and the ion temperature increase is due to collisional equilibration with the electrons. Fig. 6(b) is a plot of the integrated RF power as a function of radius and corresponds to a time 5 ms after the RF is turned on. The interesting aspect of this figure is that only 200 kW out of the initial 500 kW of RF power is damped resonantly due to electron Landau resonance in the inner half of the plasma (r < 8 cm). The remaining 300 kW is damped nonresonantly due to collisions in the outer half of the plasma. This effect is a result of the high edge density (Na = 0.3 NO). The plot is at a radius r = 1.03 cm and corresponds to a time 1 ms after the RF is turned on (TRF). The endpoints of the plateau are worth examining. The low phase velocity endpoint is given by E z 12 keV which corresponds to n11 4.62. The electron temperature at this radius is Te 2098 eV which gives a value of xoe = W/(V2kll ve) 2.37. Thus the lower hybrid wave spectrum does indeed penetrate to a lower parallel phase velocity (or higher temperature) before being absorbed via electron Landau damping-just as predicted by the quasi-linear theory of Section II. The high phase velocity endpoint is given by an energy E 158 keV which corresponds to nji -1.55. The critical value of nll for accessibility at this density and magnetic field is na 1.S. This agrees with the endpoint value of nll = 1.55 to within the accuracy of the grid in n11 space on which the quasi-linear calculation was done (An,, = 0.22).
VI. SUMMARY
A review of ths slab model of wave propagation was given, including the topics of accessibility and linear ion mode conversion. The linear theories of ion and electron Landau damping and quasi-linear theory of electron Landau damping for the lower hybrid wave were also reviewed. The extension of the wave propagation theory to toroidal geometry was then presented. It was found that global predictions of wave accessibility and wave absorption were no longer possible because of variations in kli due to the two-dimensional (r, 0) inhomogeneity present in realistic tokamak equilibria. Finally a simulation model was described which combines a radial transport code with a toroidal ray tracing code and Fokker-Planck calculation. As already mentioned in the Section I, nonlinear effects and the effect of density fluctuations were not discussed. It is worth pointing out however, that density fluctuations have been verified experimentally in PLT [52] and in Alcator A and Alcator C [53] , [54] . Extensive c'LH) and the current drive regime (c, > 2coLH) has been explored to a greater extent. The reason for this is that bulk ion heating near the mode conversion layer appears to be less reproducible and more difficult to achieve than electron heating (and concommitant collisional bulk ion heating). While [12] . In addition, toroidal effects combined with collisional dissipation in the outer cold plasma layers become more pronounced at shorter wavelengths, and, hence, further aggravate the wave penetration problem. We may distinguish different heating regimes as shown in Table I .
In this paper, we shall select results from different experiments which illustrate the various regimes shown in Table I . We shall not aim at giving a completely comprehensive survey of all the experimental results in every machine. We shall, how-0093-3813/84/0600-0107$01.00 © 1984 IEEE
